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Abstract. A chemical plant may have thousands of measurements and control loops. By 
devising the control structure we do not meanmean the tuning and behavior of each of these 
loops, but rather the control philosophy of the overall plant with emphasis on the structural 
decisions.This is sometimes referred to as “plantwide control”.  In practice, the control system 
is usually divided into several layers, separated by time scale: scheduling (weeks) , site-wide 
optimization (day), local optimization (hour), supervisory (predictive, advanced) control 
(minutes) and regulatory control (seconds). Such a hiearchical (cascade) decomposition with 
layers operating on different time scale is used in the control of all real (complex) systems 
including  biological systems and airplanes, so the issues in this section are not limited to 
process control. In the talk the most important issues are discussed, especially related to the 
choice of variables that provide the link the control layers, and the location of throughput 
manipulator (TPM). Some simple rules for plantwide control will also be presented, and 
demonstrated on case studies. 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